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Sooho is captured by Prince Issac's vicious cousin Nick. Having just lost his war against Kiahn,
the evil man intends to sell Sooho into sexual slavery to make up for his losses. Issac intervenes
and takes custody of Sooho, but only at a dire cost. Meanwhile, Kiahn learns of Sooho's capture
by the enemy and prepares to seize the boy back. Sooho desperately schemes to find a way to
return home. However, Issac's gentle care for him may be giving Sooho reasons to stay in this
magical world after all.

About the AuthorDaisuke Higuchi's manga career began in 1992 when the artist was honored
with third prize in the 43rd Osamu Tezuka Award. In that same year, Higuchi debuted as creator
of a romantic action story titled Itaru. In 1998, Weekly Shonen Jump began serializing Whistle!
Higuchi's realistic soccer manga became an instant hit with readers and eventually inspired an
anime series, debuting on Japanese TV in May of 2002. The artist is currently working on yet-to-
be-published new series.
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Gilcai L., “Sohoo's Elastic Heart. The story continues from volume four where broken hearted
Sohoo discovers Prince Isaac asleep underwater as he’s attempting to escape from his
pursuers. Prince Isaac helps and tries to hide Sohoo only to later be discovered by Prince Nick,
the son of Isaac’s uncle he’s taken refuge under. Prince Nick however is not too fond of either
one of them especially Isaac (maybe due to his father favoring Isaac). In order to prevent Sohoo
from being sold off, Prince Isaac offers himself to be a literal punching bag for Prince Nick abuse
(torturing Isaac both mentally and physically).Over time, Sohoo discovers what Isaac is doing
and develops feelings for him. Unlike Kiahn, Sohoo finds Isaac considerate, gentle and
comforting. Isaac on the other hand likes that he’s able to protect Sohoo with his own hands.
For so long, Isaac felt like a caged bird, powerless and apathetic. As they spent more time
together, Isaac also falls in love with Sohoo. In between all of that you have cute romantic
interactions between the two which is a contrast to Kiahn and Sohoo prior interactions. During
the time Kiahn is desperately trying to find Sohoo using whatever means. He does eventually
manages to track him down and lure both Isaac and Sohoo back to the island. Kiahn confronts
Sohoo and threatens to hurt Isaac should he resist his attempts to take him back. Kiahn at that
point reiterates that no one but him can have Sohoo.To the side it focused a little on Ryuka and
Kyungmin and their current daily life. Ryuka admits to himself that he’s falling for Kyungmin.
Kyungmin however is slightly confused due to Ryuka using Sohoo guise (during the day at least,
he reverts to his original form when he’s asleep) and unsure whether he’s developing feelings for
Ryuka or they’re feelings for Sohoo that he never realized. In a similar vein, Ryuka’s father Arka
and Noah, a captain in Kiahn’s army, get some focus. Both struggle with different problems that
prevent them from being involved. Arka is very weak and lacks a compatible blood contract to
retain his health/power, while Noah on the other hand likes Arka, but his blood isn’t compatible
with Arka.Overall, the volume was enjoyable. I’m definitely liking the Isaac x Sohoo pairing more
than the previous volumes where it’s been Sohoo x Kiahn. I didn't expect to like him, but Prince
Isaac as a character is very likeable and has adorably huggable mannerism. I actually wouldn’t
mind if they switched to being the main couple from here on out. As it stands the current love
chart is:  Miyar+Shu->KiahnSohooIsaac+Kyungmin-?>”

Zohatu, “Looking forward to the next volume!!!. I really hate Nick and I feel absolutely awful for
Issac. That is a lot of pain to go through for someone. I hope things get better soon. Would love
to see Nick get taken down by his enemies, some poetic justice.”

Michelle Arthur, “Four Stars. The story ends on a great cliff hanger. So confusing, who do I route
for now?”

Beth, “Wow. I really can't wait for the next one. Need to see what happens, just hope it comes
soon. Though so far this better than I expected.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Can't wait for more. I love this store line I can't wait to find out what
sooho will do .  can't wait want more soon please”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. love this book can't want for the next one.”

Zengirl, “Five Stars. A good series with great visuals.”

Dracas, “Five Stars. I love it! Such beautiful artwork and drama”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 23 people have provided feedback.
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